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Green Growth

In the past two years, since the last issue of this Report, the shift toward a "green economy" has accelerated significantly. The international community has increasingly recognized the need to deal coherently with today’s global challenges of extreme poverty, massive economic volatility, and climate change while at the same time preparing for tomorrow’s anticipated food, water, and energy crises—all of which are compounded by a dramatically increasing world population.

The broad-scale response is to seek to limit global temperature increase to no more than 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels; to reduce dependence on fossil fuels while massively increasing use of renewables and linking energy technology with information technology; and to ensure inclusionary growth through technology, finance support, and capacity building while conserving essential biodiversity and ecosystem integrity. Achieving these goals over the next 40 years will require the decarbonization of consumption and production—essentially decoupling economic growth from carbon emissions.

At a global level, the UN system, the Bretton Woods institutions, and the G-20 have all reiterated their commitment to green growth, thus intensifying research and implementation programs. Regional and other cooperative institutions, such as the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation organization (APEC), the African Union (AU), the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), and the European Union (EU), have fully embraced this concept. Most importantly, national governments and their industry stakeholders are enthusiastically integrating the principles, practices, and enabling programs into policy actions.

Travel & Tourism (Travelism for short) as a major economic and lifestyle driver will be an integral part of this process at global, regional, and local levels. However, because of its structural and institutional fragmentation, its engagement is less evident than that of other sectors, its impact is often undervalued, and its potential under-exploited.

Travelism could play a bigger transformational role than it now does. The sector directly represents some 5 percent of the global economy, with another 5 percent represented indirectly through its supply chain. In tourism-centric areas such as the Caribbean and the Indian Ocean, the share is dramatically higher. It represents a massive component of domestic demand in industrialized and emerging economies, as well as the largest service sector for developing countries generally and for Africa specifically. It engages billions of consumers, touches billions more through its marketing, and is a major lifestyle aspiration of people everywhere across the social, demographic, and geographic spectrum. And it creates jobs like no other sector—rapidly, in every
Travelism

But an equally important point is that, to fully capitalize on the sector's potential, it has to break out of its historic inclination toward siloed sectoral goals, policies, and institutional frameworks that in turn limit its value in green-growth decision making.

Simply put, in economic impact and operational terms, all travelers use booking systems that integrate transport, hotels, restaurants, travel services, and retail outlets. And they all require the same human resources, investment, and infrastructure. In terms of consumption and production, every journey uses a wide range of public and private suppliers, with combinations of the activities of the subsectors. Globalization and the Internet makes this joint product delivery and supplier cross-fertilization increasingly easy and increasingly integrated. A key issue is how to get multilateral institutions, public sectors, corporations, and trade bodies to rise above their important but nevertheless partial vision and see the value of a clear cross-sectoral approach to the jobs, development, trade, taxation, and climate response priorities.

The tourism and aviation sectors are dependent on each other as well as on global conditions for their prosperity. They are equally affected by archaic global legal frameworks that govern the air space and ownership of airlines, and are vulnerable to terrorism, pandemics (such as H1N1), natural disasters (such as the 2010 Ash Cloud), global exchange rate volatility, rising oil prices, and external economic shocks. They are also mutually enabling. Without aviation, many hotels would be virtually empty; and without tourism, many airlines would face unprofitable load factors.

The key point is that, because of their interconnectivity and mutual dependence, Travelism and its constituting industries need greater convergence and closer collaboration. Key policies will have to be consolidated and/or aligned to ensure that the twin objectives of sustainable mobility and sustainable destinations are met. Convergence will enable the entire sector to coherently pursue a common agenda on issues of shared impact and concern. This will be crucial in advancing the sector's relationship with governments; in multilateral forums or vis-à-vis other industries—for example, through non-tariff trade barriers such as visas and travel advisories; in regulatory reform; in global environmental governance; in safety and security issues; and so on. The mainstreaming of Travelism as a strategic-change sector at a global and national policy level could also assist to consolidate strategic green-growth initiatives within and outside the sector (e.g., with government departments responsible for economy, energy, finance, security, health, environment, climate change, and information communication technology).

Travelism could and should be compatible with a low carbon development trajectory and a key sector driving the shift to a green economy. It is more than compliance to avoid costly economic measures designed to punish untransformed industries in a carbon-constrained world in decades to come; it is also about market leadership, consumer satisfaction, and competitiveness. To quote Marthinus van Schalkwyk, Minister of Tourism of South Africa, "Industry would have to change the way it does business in a carbon-constrained world. I believe that, in far less than a decade, a low carbon value chain for the tourism sector will be an increasingly important driver of competitiveness. Not only will industry in the near future be faced with changing preferences of consumers who want to travel responsibly, as well as increased shareholder activism, but, from the side of Government, they can also expect a much tighter regulatory framework on issues of the green economy."

Once we accept the realities, we see that our opportunities far outweigh the challenges. The realities fall into three broad areas:

- First, the sector will need to mitigate its environmental impacts, as other sectors do. Ideally global emissions must peak and begin to decline within 10 to 15 years. Climate change holds the potential to disrupt tourism destinations at a macro-level, to affect the seasonality patterns at a local level, and hence to seriously influence competitiveness. Many small island states that depend heavily on tourism receipts do not have the capacity or resources to respond and are particularly exposed.

- Second, Travelism will need to adapt to unmitigated climate change in a way that reduces vulnerability—and in that process, green jobs could be created. Adaptation priorities include dealing with the effects of climate change on key environmental assets, especially on the ecosystems and conservation areas and marine resources that are most threatened, as well as on other ecosystem goods and services that support so many livelihoods.
• Third, Travelism must be at the forefront of the global climate change drive. The sector’s overall carbon footprint—of some 5 percent of total global emissions—is far smaller than its overall socioeconomic contribution; it is also far smaller than that of many other sectors. Analysis has shown that the progressive reductions that governments are committing to, both domestically and internationally, are possible. Travelism’s most visible component—air transport—has, through the International Air Transport Association (IATA) and the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), made groundbreaking commitments to reduce its emissions progressively until 2020, to seek carbon-neutral growth thereafter, and to aim for ambitious absolute reductions by 2050. Air transport is critical for global commerce and for the economies of the most vulnerable states. In this context, unfair discriminatory taxes imposed unilaterally are especially problematic—particularly those that pretend to support a needed response to climate change but are actually simply another means of collecting revenue for general budgets.

Opportunities will emerge as a result of incentive-supported innovation, technology deployment, and new market offerings that flow from climate change adaptation and mitigation policies and measures. These will include green entrepreneurship; job creation; and, very significantly, the green investment in tourism-related infrastructure in hotels, land transport, airports, parks, and conservation areas.

Huge indirect opportunities for Travelism will also be uncovered in the general push for sustainable low carbon cities, green building design, and green transport. Further opportunities will be found specifically in the energy efficiency retrofitting of accommodation establishments and other hospitality infrastructure, the scaling up of renewable energy sources, and improved waste management. Similarly, there will be increasing investment in green tourism product offerings and nature-based tourism, and in biodiversity-based businesses and the maintenance of ecological infrastructure, including parks, wetlands, and coastal preservation. These opportunities will increase as Travelism engages in carbon offsetting and trading schemes.

Along with these increased opportunities, and because of the multiplier effect that cascades through interrelated value chains in the economy—including the 80 percent of the sector that is composed of small, medium, and micro enterprises—a green revolution in the Travelism sector could be a catalyst for green growth and transformation in the broader economy.

Gross national happiness

That transformational role may be even more significant as a result of the work of the Stiglitz Commission, launched by President Sarkozy of France in 2008 to look beyond GDP as a measurement of socioeconomic well-being. The Commission’s report suggests the importance of also considering “quality of life” and “sustainability” in broader balance sheets of the common good.

Stiglitz suggests that we can learn much from the Kingdom of Bhutan, where the metrics for prosperity include gross national happiness—a measure that looks beyond the material to the spiritual and other nonquantifiable values. These include “values that are not traded in markets and not captured by monetary measures such as cognitive evaluations of one’s life, happiness and satisfaction, that cannot be considered as resources with imputable prices, even if individuals do make trade-offs among them.”

It is not difficult to see how an activity such as Travelism could be a high-value-added sector in this kind of new measurement approach.

At one level, the sector adds to its well-established wealth and jobs creation impact with the social good it creates through people-to-people understanding, as well as the community well-being it creates, particularly in poor and emerging markets.

At another level, its environmental sustainability also has a huge untapped potential. Unlike manufacturing or extractive sectors, many of Travelism’s negative impacts can be fixed with quite simple shifts in operator, consumer, or host destination processes. Moreover, tourism’s well-known conservation contribution is already significant and could be easily ramped up—particularly with incentives from climate, trade, or development funds.

Finally, in this context of contributing to a country’s gross national happiness, Travelism is at the heart of trade and leisure, which are arguably two of mankind’s most fundamental vehicles for creating well-being and happiness. Travelism is the primary vehicle of delivery of leisure, and an important driver of inclusive and shared economic growth and social development.

Capitalizing on the new paradigm

It is clear that a careful balancing act will be required as the world moves down the green growth path, when new factors such as human happiness/well-being and sustainability begin to be reflected in public- and private-sector policy decisions, and as Travelism is coherently engaged.

It is also clear that, in this evolution, the classic “triple bottom line” of economic, social, and environmental balance is evolving to become a “quadruple bottom line” in order to fully reflect the green growth paradigm, particularly the game-changing climate dimension. This is the dimension that Maurice Strong, the father of the
sustainable development movement, has called “the potential Armageddon if we don’t face it down.”11

This is why we must progressively accelerate our attack on Travelism’s carbon footprint—to optimize carbon abatement without compromising growth, poverty alleviation, and sustainable development; to internalize all costs; and to remove market distortions. We need to transform “classic tourism” dominated by considerations of growth and market share into “smart tourism” that is also inclusive, clean, green, ethical, and customer- and quality-oriented. This in turn will ensure that the sector becomes a market leader in the green growth paradigm and its related green jobs, investment, trade, and development.

Notes
1 Views expressed in this chapter are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect those of his institutional affiliation.
2 Since 2008, the idea of a “Green New Deal” to place the global economy on a lower carbon growth trajectory, to increase the share of green sectors in global GDP, to create green jobs and decent work through new investment in game-changing technologies/natural infrastructure and, at the same time, to address multiple challenges by accelerating the fight against climate change, environmental degradation, and poverty has gained much traction (UNEPA 2009a, b).
3 See Friedman 2008.
4 The 2010 G-20 Seoul Summit committed “to undertake green growth and innovation oriented policy measures to find new sources of growth and promote sustainable development.” They also committed to support “country-led green growth policies that promote environmentally sustainable global growth along with employment creation while ensuring energy access for the poor” and recognize the importance of investment in energy efficiency, clean energy technologies, resource efficiency, green cities, and low carbon transport as part of the transformation to a “sustainable green growth.” See G20 2010.
5 “... growing an economically, environmentally as well as socially sustainable travel and tourism sector on an ethical basis can play a meaningful role to stimulate growth, create jobs, develop infrastructure and rural economies, promote trade, alleviate poverty, and particularly facilitate development in the least developed and emerging economies.” T20 Tourism Ministers 2010.
6 Van Schalkwyk 2010.
8 ICAO 2010a, b; IATA 2009, 2010a, b, c.
9 Stiglitz et al. 2009. The aim of this report was to identify the limits of GDP as an indicator of economic performance and social progress, to consider additional information required for the production of a more relevant picture, to discuss how to present this information in the most appropriate way, and to check the feasibility of measurement tools proposed by the Commission. The output is designed to provide a template for every interested country or group of countries.
11 Strong 2009.
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